Abstract
In the laboratory, prototypes of yellow pavements for street pavement have been prepared by creating and testing technology for their production from Bulgarian raw material based on sedimentary marble rocks. On the basis of the technological parameters a design assignment was prepared a thermal furnace for production of yellow paving stones was designed to cover experimental sections from the center of Sofia, aiming at continuous testing and proving in real conditions their tribological indicators.
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1. Introduction

Bulgaria has a variety of deposits of sedimentary rocks (marble rocks) suitable for the development of recipe compositions and technology for the production of yellow pavers. The elaborated prototype technology is based on the classical methods [1-3] used in the silicon industry, which enables the rapid organization of production with available standard equipment. The indicators of the finished samples are consistent with the requirements for this type of ceramic flooring and the existing standard [4]. Based on this experience and material from sedimentary rocks (marble), a production table for the petrochemical material was developed and tested in an experimental technological line and yellow pavers were produced, equivalent in color to the so-called yellow pavers, which were paved at the center of Sofia, but which excelled them in physic and mechanical, climatic and tribological indicators, introduced at the beginning of the last century. Works have been reported at international conferences and published in collections and journals [5-8]. The use of heat treatment is a widely used technological method for the synthesis of various phases characterized by a diverse structure [5-11]. For this reason, it is of interest to construct new furnaces, equipment and aggregates tailored to the specifics of the final products.

An experimental plot has been set up for the production of yellow paving stones based on sedimentary rocks in the Firm “Parent idustry” of town Popovo.

What is missing for a small production of new products – the paving, not dependent on the natural raw material, is a furnace with a homogeneous temperature field and temperature programming for conducting high temperature liquid phase synthesis of a newly created original petrographic color material.

2. Aim

The aim of the present work is the creation of a therm and technical facility with a homogeneous temperature field with the possibility of programming a temperature regime of firing with a performance of 20-24 pavements per day and the development of technology for production of artificially created compositions for yellow and other colored paving stones – white, green, brown and others.
The conditions for achieving the objective are to create a white base composition which, by modifying with various additives, achieves the listed colors and qualities of the paving material from natural raw materials.

3. Experimental technology

The elaborated prototype technology is based on a patent – protective base composition of washed kaolin, hydrated lime powder, magnesium oxide and colorants in a specified ratio. The mixture is homogenized in a mixture, plasticized with a humidity of 18-20%, left to stand for 2 days and pressed into paving molds. Sizes of the press for plastic pressing.

The resulting blanks are dried in a vacuum drier to 1-2 % residual moisture and processed according to the selected temperature regime for the respective composition and color.

The thermal treatment is carried out in a "Mida" furnace with a programmable process regulator for programmed process guidance.

- Heat rate: 1 – 2 to 3 – 4 °C / min;
- Temperatures, time and number of inhibitions according to the chosen composition and color;
- Maximum working temperature up to 1220 °C up to 5 hours depending on composition and color;
- The cooling rate is also 6 – 7 to 8 – 10 °C / min.

The new samples are also characterized by about 80 times lower surface porosity and 19 times lower water absorption compared to the original yellow pavers. The following characteristics of prototypes were found:

- compressive strength – 2900-3000 kg / cm²,
- wear resistance – 0.05 g / cm²,
- micro-hardness – 760-800 kg / mm²,
- thermal resistance of 30 °C (500 to 20 °C).
4. Construction characteristics of population furnace – type "Mida"

Technical specifications for a setting for the furnace design are the next parameters:
- Usefu working area of the furnace 900 x 600 x 250 mm;
- Heaters – heater A1 2 x 7 pieces with common power 20 kW two-sided;
- Maximum firing temperature up to 1250°C;
- Programmer for execution of the temperature regime of synthesis;
- Hair homogeneity with 2 thermocouples with possibility to place two more pieces;
- Isolation of the working space – high temperature corundum wadding plates.

The furnace was created and tested for working capacity.

5. Technical data regarding the temperature regulations

The temperature is controlled by a temperature controller "TC – 3L. The temperature increases linearly. The supply voltage is 220 V AC, -15% / + 10%. Supported types of thermocouples are: (nickel – chromium – nickel) or S (platinum – rhodium – platinum); non-volatile memory of all programs, points and parameters; number of programs up to 9; number of retention points in each program – 9; retention time: from 1 to 1000 minutes at resolution: 1 min; a rise time of 1 to 1000 minutes.

If the maximum allowed temperature is exceeded, the furnace switches off automatically. Operating ambient temperature range 0 to 55 °C. The furnace has three multifunction control buttons.

![Fig. 2. Pictures of the manufactured and tested "Mida" furnace](image)

Conclusion

1. Paving prototypes of a new, patent-patented base composition with modifiers and additives for colored paving stones including yellow without the use of sedimentary marble rocks have been prepared. Colorful pavers with stable colors are obtained.
2. Technological regimes for firing paving of different colors were created.
3. A high temperature furnace with a homogeneous temperature field and a programmable setting of the temperature regime was created, made and tested.
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